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Previous research has indicated that an oscillatory inter-
ference mechanism can explain the behaviour of entorh-
inal grid cells that encode the current location of an
animal in continuous space [1]. Here, we show that a
similar mechanism can explain the behaviour of rank-
order cells in parietal cortex that encode the current
position in continuous time. In line with recent neuro-
physiological [2] and computational [3] work we addi-
tionally propose the resulting time code to play a role in
working memory for serial order. We developed a
model of working memory that assumes an oscillatory
interference mechanism encoding the order of items.
Our assumptions are in line with single cell recordings
from neurons coding for the cumulated number of
encountered events [4]. The internal behaviour of the
model is consistent with behaviour of neurons coding
the rank order of items [5]. Our model corresponds to
the temporal context signal posited by models of
immediate serial recall such as [6], and can account for
a number of detailed effects in working memory for
serial order, and makes some novel, testable predictions.
Specifically, our model shows that an activation pat-
tern resulting from interfering dendritic and somatic
membrane potential oscillations (MPO) of different fre-
quencies resembles the activation profiles of parietal
rank-order sensitive cells. We modeled an increasing
dendritic input that leads to a MPO frequency increase.
The input is delivered by parietal ‘accumulator neurons’
whose firing rate increases with the number of
presented items [4]. Hence, our model illuminates a
possible relation between accumulator neurons and
labeled-line rank order cells that has long been debated
[7]. In this respect, we provide an alternative to other
models on this topic [8]. Modeling an ensemble of neu-
rons with random phase-shifts between dendritic and
somatic MPOs leads to a continuous time-varying state
of the neuron ensemble that can be used as a neuronal
code for time or order. This code has a number of fea-
tures in common with intraparietal rank-order cells [5]:
The similarity-function changes its shape over time such
that early in time two states are more distinct than later
in time (with identical time-lag in both cases), and simi-
larity to a specific time is a slightly left-skewed tuning
curve. These properties are important as they can
explain findings from numerical cognition [5] and work-
ing memory [3]. Moreover, we extended the model to
simulate working memory tasks (compare [3]). There,
our model predicts specific effects of inter-item-intervals
on correct recall and intrusions.
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